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For 64-bit version of AutoCAD MEP 2013: Microsoft Windows 7 Enterprise, Ultimate, Professional, or .NET Framework 4.5 (32-bit versions of Autodesk AutoPlane 8 only) - requires a 64-bit operating system driver. A license is required for an adapter that is used on a desktop screen. - Installing AutoDesk Publisher on Autodesk Notebook 4.1 also installs an AutoCAD MAP 2016 license plus 1 Excel 2016 license for Calculator, but not
Console. This example indicates that Windows 7 is currently 32-bit and is running on a PC without a Console license. The license is needed for Consoles and for the printer, so we will not show it in this table. For the 64-bit version, this license is already in the database, so extra lines won't clog it. Licenses for all software products Persons using ISOP (these are persons who give ISOP the right to use the software product on their machine):
Legislation. Persons who have received the consent of the copyright holder must use the programs (or obtain appropriate permissions to use them) under the instructions of the copyright holder in the case when the use does not comply with the license or for other public benefit purposes. Design organizations exercising architectural supervision. Design organizations and organizations associated with the construction and development of road
facilities, construction and other industries using transport and freight transportation. (Note: This refers only to persons who have a license agreement and use the software). (Don't assume they don't realize they are using licensed software) (The license agreement cannot be viewed during installation. It is hidden in the header of the table, so it must be opened and checked back in the Licenses section.) Contributors
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